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Kenyan Students Happily Return to School

fter 9 1/2 months away from classes, CHES girls in Kenya were overjoyed to be able to return to their
A
schools at the beginning of January 2021. They are currently completing the 2020 school year and after a
4-day break will start their 2021 school year.

When at home, life is very challenging for the girls. Often there is no food for the family and rarely three meals
a day like they have at school. Girls look after younger siblings and help with household chores such as cooking,
washing, working in the garden, and collecting firewood. If the family has chickens or a small garden and has
something extra, the girl may be sent into the village to stand at the edge of the road attempting to sell the item.
Personal safety can be a real concern; in the Kakamega region there were over 7,000 pregancies in school-aged
girls in just 4 months at the start of COVID. Four CHES girls were pregnant when they returned to school this
spring but as Kenyan educational law allows them to still attend and/or return to school after giving birth, they
have done so. CHES’ policy is to allow them to continue their schooling as well.
At one time there was the suggestion from the Kenyan Ministry of Education that students would have to
repeat the entire school year they “missed” due to COVID. Fortunately for the students, the year was not lost
and instead studies resumed where they left off last March. The 2021 school year will commence shortly and
holiday periods and term breaks have
been compressed or disappeared entirely
so that by 2022, the 2022 school year
will finish in December as had been the
norm before COVID.
For Kenyan sponsors who have not
sent in their sponsorship monies for
2021 as you were unsure as to what was
happening with the fees, we ask that
you do so immediately as we need to
pay the school’s tuition and boarding
costs at the end of May. We appreciate
your understanding.
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A

Pole

s a Peace Corps teacher near Mbeya, Tanzania, in the early 1960s, I would regularly walk the few
kilometres to town to buy groceries and go to the market. One afternoon, returning to the school,
I was approached by a number of people I did not know. Each took my hand, bowed their head slightly
and said, “Pole sana, dada.” I’m so sorry, sister.” I was clueless as to what it was all about. Arriving back
at my school, one of the Tanzanian teachers took my hand, and again, I heard “Pole.” It was November
1963, and John F. Kennedy had just been assassinated.

I remembered all of this when I read about the recent death of Tanzania’s president, John Magufuli. The
kindness and generosity of feeling of the people of Tanzania. Their sensitivity to loss. Little has changed
in the nearly six decades that have passed. Pole (I’m sorry), karibu (you’re welcome, come in) and asante
(thank you) are still among the most commonly heard Swahili words. A lesson to be learned.
And so, Pole sana to Tanzanians on the loss of their president. And hongera (congratulations) to Mama
Samia Suluhu Hassan as she takes the helm.
by Sara Williams
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How Marks Are Computed in Tanzania

ome of us can remember writing government exams in Grade 12 when 100% of your year’s work was
determined on the outcome of a single exam. It’s like that in Tanzania today. Regardless of how well
a student has done in Forms I, II, and III or how competent they’ve been throughout the year in Form
IV, everything hinges on the final exam at the end of Form IV in secondary school.
There are nine or ten exams over a two-week period: Civics, History, Geography, Kiswahili, English,
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Math and, for a few, Agriculture. These exams are marked by a panel of
markers in Dar es Salaam or Dodoma, and students are given an alphabetical ranking in each (A, B,
C, D, F [fail]). The letters are then translated into numbers (A = 1; B=2, etc.) and a total created from
the top seven marks. Hence a student who gets all A’s would receive a 7; a student who received all D’s
would have a mark of 28. So, the lower the number, the higher the ranking.
These marks are then slotted into Divisions. A mark from 7 to 17 is a Division I; 18 to 21 is a II; 22 to
25 is a III; and anything above this is a IV.
Form IV students who receive a Div I are guaranteed a place in a Form V and VI high school, where
their studies will focus on only three subjects. This generally leads to a place in university. Most Div II
students will also acquire such placements in a high school, although some may be assigned to colleges
or training institutions (Teaching, Nursing, Civil Service). Some Div III students with 22s and 23s may
receive similar offers but the rest and those with IVs stand little chance of moving on beyond secondary
school.
CHES will continue to sponsor girls in high schools as the expenses differ little from secondary schools.
Unhappily, as colleges and training schools generally offer three-year programs with fees and other
costs many times than those of a high school, CHES cannot continue its support with sponsorship fees
pegged at $600 per year.
This last year has been a turbulent one for all students thanks to Covid-19 that closed school for
several months. When schools reopened, classes and school days were lengthened in an effort to cram
everything in. Despite it being an unusual year, our girls did well. Of the 42 girls in Form IV whose
marks we received, 17 got a Div I or II; only 8 received a Div IV.
by Chris Harker
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Busy Times in Kenya

s students returned to school it meant an extra busy time for Rebecca, CHES’ office manager in
Kakamega. In preparation for students’ return in January she had stocked up on supplies that the
girls would need. However, after visiting just 3 schools when they reopened she had already run out of
the personal supplies required; none of the girls had any of the necessary materials. Off to the markets
she went again.

Kenyan students in boarding schools are not allowed to
return to school without the required personal supplies:
toilet paper, emollient, toothpaste, soap (personal and
laundry), shoe polish, sanitary supplies, and due to
COVID they also need personal face masks. However,
CHES students are an exception as the schools know
that these materials will be supplied by CHES and
personal supplies are taken several times a year to
each of the schools that our girls attend. They are then
distributed by the Patrons in the schools to CHES girls
whose parents have not been able to supply them with
the required personal goods. Each school receives a different allotment of supplies depending on the
number of CHES girls. Rebecca keeps close track of the supplies that are needed and go to each school
and replenishes as needed.

The Kenyan government required 3 masks/pupil for students when classes resumed but suddenly all the
boarding schools CHES girls attend in the Western
Region required 5 masks/pupil. Additonally, the
masks had to to be in the school uniform colours so
off Rebecca needed to go to find the necessary fabric
and arrange for these additional masks to be sewn.
Another trip was required to each school in order to
distribute them - some schols are a couple of hour’s
drive and all are on unpaved and often very muddy
roads. When she visits a school, Rebecca always
holds meetings to check in on each CHES girl, their
progress, and reminds them of their responsibilities.
At the end of the first term in March the girls came
to the office where marks were recorded. This is not a
job done by Rebecca alone: former beneficiaries had to be trained to check marks but Rebecca still had
to oversee this and gave warnings to those whose marks were not up to CHES’ expectation levels. As
the next term started, she visited and connected with the Patron and school’s administrator to ensure
that those students who needed extra tutorials were receiving them.
Without Rebecca’s dedication to CHES and her care for each of the girls we certainly could not
operate in Kenya!
by Joy Ruffeski
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Dumpster Diving with Dignity

everal years ago, Chris Harker wrote about our grandson Ivan overcoming
the embarrassment of seeing his grandfather collecting bottles and cans
from garbage cans in Lumsden, Sask. Ivan quickly realized that it was a
wonderful way to raise funds for educating the young women he had met on a
visit to Katesh so he “dug right in.”
Now, due to COVID, the dumpster diving has been curtailed somewhat.
However, the incredibly generous town and area residents now drop off loads
of recyclables in his grandparents’
back yard!

Saskatchewan is home to SARCAN, an organization
dedicated to recycling all sorts of things. The beverage
containers that are collected in Lumsden are cleaned, sorted,
counted and bagged and then delivered to SARCAN.
Ivan would be proud to see that dumpster diving continues
for CHES. Ivan and his parents (who live in Texas) also
sponsor a CHES girl.
by Robb Taylor

W

Tomatoes for Tanzania 2021

illie Alexson has been hard at it since early March, seeding
and transplanting tomatoes for our annual Tomatoes for
Tanzania plant sale. We think this is the fifth year! Last year
Willie donated well over $4,000 to CHES. One greenhouse
is almost full of his seedlings, ranging from cherry to roma to
beefsteak tomatoes. Peppers and a few herbs will also be available.
There are about a thousand plants and 30 varieties.
The sale will be held on Friday, May 21 and Saturday, May 22
– so mark your calendars. As we did last year, we will set up prearranged time slots of 15 minutes each and abide by all of the
Health Canada Covid-19 guidelines in terms of social distancing,
mask wearing, etc.

Donations of pots and trays ae always gratefully appreciated
and can be dropped off at Sara’s place in Grasswood, south
of Saskatoon as soon as possible. For more information
(time, varieties) or if you wish to be on the mailing list,
please email sara.williams@usask.ca.
by Sara Williams
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The English Immersion Program

T

he level of English competency achieved by many of the students completing Standard 7 in the Hanang
District fails to prepare most of them adequately for the challenges required to read texts and be taught
nine academic subjects in English when in secondary school.

CHES meets this challenge by providing a two-week English immersion program at the outset of every school
year for all CHES students in Forms II, II and IV. As many of the Form I students may not yet have been
selected, their session is slated for later in the school year once they have settled in.

This year, 212 girls met at the Sara Williams Hostel in Katesh from December 27 to January 10. The 2021
school year began the following day. The CHES hostel was home base, providing everyone with bed, board, and
recreational opportunities. A ten-minute walk away, the facilities of Katesh Secondary School were placed at
CHES’s disposal. Eight specialist teachers were hired, and the students were divided into classes that focused on
English but with special attention being paid to the vocabulary of each subject.
Many of us who have struggled to learn other languages learn that a new word has a particular meaning. We
often don’t realize that other meanings might apply. For instance, a few years ago, many CHES students were
stumped when asked, “If I have five eggs in my basket and eat two for lunch, how many are left?” Many students
couldn’t answer the question because the question didn’t clarify which eggs were left and which were right. They
didn’t realize that left in this context meant remain or left over. Robb Taylor, who undertook a series of Math
seminars for our girls a few years ago, came up with 11 different synonyms for add. Vocabulary is important!
The program is intense and vigorous. Classes run six days a week, beginning at 7:30 a.m. The last session ends
at 4:30 p.m. Students are urged to chat in English outside classroom hours. This may sound exhausting but
the girls comply as they find it incredibly useful. Evidence of this is determined by the number of “help-me”
questions that are asked of our girls during term time by non-CHES students who were not able to attend.

Another benefit of this program is the level of comradery and often life-long friendships that are generated by
this coming-together of girls from 32 different schools. During the homework period, a girl who struggles in
one subject doesn’t have to be frustrated; she can ask for help from another who is more accomplished.
The per-person cost for this program that includes room and board and all teaching services over the 15-day
period works out to just over $3.00 a day. Not a bad deal!
by Chris Harker

W

CHES 2 for 1 Book Sale

e still have a few copies of the two books about CHES written by director Chris Harker.

White Necklace captures moments in the lives of small-town Tanzanians; some are uplifting, some tragic
and others are just plain funny.

The Call of Katesh, written seven years later, continues this theme. The town of Katesh is the centrepiece but here
events and some of the town’s characters are the target.
Both books were originally sold for $20 each with all proceeds going to CHES.
You can now purchase BOTH books for $30 (postage included) or just $25 if you pick them up from our office
at 9030 King George Blvd in Surrey. Please provide your full postal address with your cheque or e-transfer.

We can’t do everything . . . but we can do something!
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A Eulogy for Ceci

I

n January, we lost one of our dearest friends in Katesh.

Cecelia Frances was almost a poster girl for CHES.
She featured in Chris Harker’s book White Necklace
as the girl who, after graduating from Form IV, went
home to find several new cows in the family corral.
Her mother explained they’d been provided by an
older family friend and accepted by her dad as “bride
price” for Cecelia. She ran away that night and hid in a
friend’s storage room, sleeping on grain sacks. We were
in Katesh at the time and received a letter from her that
included the iconic phrase, “I am an educated woman.
I am not going to be an old man’s third wife.” We, with
others, helped her get into Teacher’s College and the
rest, as they say, is history.

Ceci, as we call her, became a successful teacher,
reconnected with her family, built a house for her
parents, put her siblings through school, built a house
for herself, got married and had three kids. As we have
visited Katesh almost every year since 2001, we’ve been
able to follow her along this journey of success. We have
always visited with her and loved watching her kids play
with the toys we’ve brought them. Ceci was special.

In January, we received a brief email from her brother,
telling us that Ceci had died in Moshi of respiratory
failure after a lengthy hospital stay. It should be noted
that doctors were not permitted then to use the word “COVID” on death certificates.
She was buried a few days later in Katesh. Ceci was 39.
Addendum

The above was written in February. On March 17, the president of Tanzania, John Magufuli, died.
It was he who mandated that as COVID wasn’t to be taken seriously, it could not appear on death
certificates. Although his death was declared to be heart failure, it is widely rumoured that it was
COVID-related as Magafuli was frequently officiating among large groups and never wore a mask.

The vice president, Samia Suluhu Hassan, has now been installed as president and will serve as such for
the balance of the party’s mandate. As Tanzania’s first female president, one and all are waiting to see if
there are to be any changes in policy. Hopefully a country-wide vaccination program will be one of her
first considerations.

by Chris and Catriona Harker
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No Agents to do Form 1 Interviews and Student Selection:
No Problem with Rebecca in Charge!

ormally interviews for new Form
1 students are held in November
and December as the new school
year in Kenya commences in January.
Interviews and student selection are
done by volunteer agents who generally
come from Canada. However, with
COVID and no travel allowed either
from Canada or even within many
regions of Kenya, and with the change
in the school year due to COVID,
it was necessary for Rebecca to train former CHES beneficiaries in how to interview and screen
applicants for the Form 1 places in 2021. Good use of
the Sydney Tedone gazebo was made for the training
of the interview team as it offered a shady comfortable
place outside for learning and practicing procedures.

The initial training took place in March and continued
into April before the Form 1 candidate interviews
started at the end of April. Rebecca also devised very
stringent protocols for safety within the compound
during interviews.

Each year, families with their daughters come in the hundreds hoping for an interview and a chance for
their daughter to receive a scholarship and go onto secondary school. A lot of organization goes into
seeing the process goes smoothly.
Joel, our askari, has always played a role
in the interview process with screening
families to see they had all the required
documents before they could enter the
compound. His role expanded this year
to include ensuring that all individuals
who were waiting had their masks on
while waiting and that there was no queue
jumping! Lineups stretched down the road
as families waited patiently.

As soon as the applicants came through
the gate they had to wash their hands
thoroughly with soap and water before
entering into the compound itself. Another desk was placed nearby where Standard 8 marks were
initially verified as to acceptability. CHES has a requirement of a certain level of mark on their National
Examinations.
After the marks were checked, groups of students waited in the Louise Paulsen shelter for Rebecca to
explain to them about the importance of the documents we require for the interview.
We can’t do everything . . . but we can do something!
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Those girls who had the right marks and positions lined up for
their marks to be checked and were given interview numbers. Those
who had incomplete documents were give interview booking chits.
The ones not in the top positions but had good marks were given
waiting forms to fill in. On the form there was a place to fill in their
contacts so they could be called for an interview at a later date.
Often the contact number would be someone in their village who
actually had a phone as many families in the countryside do not
have electricity to charge a phone even if they could afford one.

During the interview the student’s marks were once again verified
and there was a series of
questions that each student was
required to answer regarding
their family status, need, and so forth. The interviewers carefully
recorded each response.

Although when agents come from Canada there may be only one
or two individuals to do the interviews, this year there were several
people taking
the information
as well as recording the student’s marks. It did not
make the task lighter though as the need this year
was even greater than previous years: COVID has
had a very negative impact on the Kenyan economy
especially for those living at a subsistence level.
On average, the interviewers were able to complete
a total of 25 interviews daily between the team.

The days were very long as at the end of each day, the whole interview team then went through the
interview sheets and indicated which students might qualify and should be vetted to see if they truly
were the most needy and the most worthy candidates for a CHES scholarships.

The process didn’t end there though - another set of verifiers then visited homes of the top rated
candidates over the ensuing weeks to ensure that the family truly was needy and reported back daily to
the interview team. This process helped narrow down the candidates further.

Needless to say, the number of scholarships available is far less than the needy girls who qualify and
making the final selection has caused many tears for former agents (and this year to the former CHES
beneficiaries who were tasked with the selection). A special thank you goes to Rebecca and her team
for the many hours they have put into making the selection of the most worthy students for this school
year which starts shortly.
New sponsors are always welcome as are individuals whose financial situation allows them to add
another girl to their “family”. If you know of friends who are looking for making a real difference in
the life of a girl and give her a future, sponsoring a student in secondary school through CHES is the
answer!
by Joy Ruffeski
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A Math Problem

M

ath continues to be a problem for all students in Hanang. In the Form IV final exam, only 3 of
our 42 students achieved a C; all the rest were lower. The explanation is relatively straightforward;
there aren’t enough math teachers. In the 32 schools our girls attend, only 9 had math teachers last year.
In others, a single teacher is expected to teach all four forms. This can lead to teachers appearing in a
class only once or twice a week or, in other schools, math is “cancelled” for say, Form I. Students are
expected to read their math text and learn from it. When these students enter Form II, they are taught
the Form II syllabus with which they struggle as they’ve missed the grounding offered in Form I. They
flounder onwards to Form IV and, not surprisingly, fail to do well in the final exam. It should be noted
that this dilemma impacts all students in Hanang, not just our CHES girls.
As many of our best students lean towards the sciences, poor math skills place them at a disadvantage.
Although many are able to learn and catch up later, it is a problem we are aware of and hoping to
resolve. This year during the June-July tutorials, we hope to provide the Form I’s with an add-on special
Math Skills workshop that will focus on vocabulary and strategies. It may take time to assess the results
but we trust that, ultimately, they will be positive.
by Chris Harker

E

A Note from the R.R. Smith Memorial Foundation Fund

very year many retired teachers of BC donate to the R. R. Smith Memorial Foundation
Fund. Each year funds are distributed to Canadian charitable groups working in BC and
abroad. At the March meeting we reviewed this year’s applications and were delighted with the
many worthwhile projects. The Canadian Harambee Education Society will be receiving $1,500
which will come from VanCity Investment/R R Smith fund to help provide educational supplies
for CHES students.
CHES thanks the R.R. Smith Memorial Foundation Fund for their generous donation.
by Barb Mikulec, President

CHES AGM

The CHES AGM will be held online via Zoom again this year
to enable sponsors worldwide to join the meeting.
Date: November 3 at 2 p.m. PST.
Please plan on attending as access is available both by the internet
and phone no matter where you are located in the world.
A link for the AGM will be sent out approximately a week prior to
the AGM so please watch for and bookmark the email link or
copy the phone number so you may attend.
We can’t do everything . . . but we can do something!
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We Are Aging Out

T

he average age of our CHES Board in Canada is about 75 with a quarter of us in our 80s.
Our youngest member is in her mid-60s. Simply stated folks, we are not going to last
forever. In Kenya and Tanzania, our organization is flourishing with dynamic members willingly
giving their time and energy to continue the success of the society that Lorrie Williams founded
in 1985--36 years ago!
If CHES is to survive and continue its outstanding and much needed work, we need new
Canadian board members in their 50s and 60s (or younger) who, ideally though not necessarily,
live in the Greater Vancouver area. Thanks to Zoom, we are able to communicate and hold
virtual meetings regardless of where people live. Nevertheless, there are numerous hands-on
tasks that require someone’s presence from time to time in our Surrey office.

Such newcomers might be the sons or daughters or friends of some of our long-time supporters,
or might be someone who has recently retired and/or “and would like to support CHES goals.”
We encourage our sponsors and contributors to ask around and/or to contact our office to get a
feel for the type of work and time commitment that might be required. We need some younger
people to take over in the next few years. Without such support, the future is very uncertain.
by Chris Harker

AN EASY WAY TO HELP SPONSOR MORE CHES STUDENTS
If you receive this newsletter by regular mail, you can help sponsor two
additional students just by sending us your email so future newsletters can be
send to you in PDF format that way.
It costs us over $3 for each newsletter to be printed and mailed and with the
number of individuals who have not shared their emails with us, that equates
to over $1200 in savings. If we did not have to print and mail your newsletter
three times a year, two additional girls in Africa could attend secondary school
through CHES.
We do not share your email with any person, other organization, and no one
can see your email address when we send out the newsletter. We respect your
privacy and hold all information confidentially.
Will you please help to sponsor two more students and it won’t cost you
a penny? Just send an email to ches@canadianharambee.ca with your
name and email address and then you can receive newsletters in a timely
manner rather than having to wait at least a month to receive them.
Thank you for your anticipated help with this.
We can’t do everything . . . but we can do something!
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